Preliminary Results about the Influence of Pruning Time and Intensity on Vegetative Growth and Fruit Yield of a Semi-Intensive Olive Orchard
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ABSTRACT

The effect of extending the pruning time and reducing the pruning intensity was investigated on vegetative response and production of three Italian olive cultivars (‘Raggia’, ‘Maurino’ and ‘Leccino’) in central Italy. From 2009 to 2011, pruning was performed on 5-years-old olive trees in early spring (after bud break) at two intensity levels (minimal and heavy) and in late spring (after full bloom) at a heavy intensity. A control set of plants was left unpruned during the experiment. Results showed that the absence of pruning minimized water sprouts growth and initially generated the highest yield. The productive advantage offered by not pruning decreased at the third year. After 3 years of no pruning, the plants showed an excessive height, shading of the central portion of the canopy, and negligible vegetative growth, inducing an early senescence of the productive branches and necessitating the removal of a massive amount of dry material by applying a severe pruning operation (rejuvenation) at the end of the trial. The early spring minimal pruning technique led to the lowest amount of pruning material and provided a consistent increase in plant production compared to heavy pruning. Late spring pruning did not provide competitive advantages in terms of vegetative re-sprouting control nor yield compared to early pruning. This preliminary study suggests early spring minimal pruning in central Italy as the best practice to increase stability in yield and to control the vegetative growth of olive trees in semi-intensive orchards.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the rapid diffusion of high-density orchards (hedgerow) in flat and irrigated lands (Mateu et al., 2008; Tous et al., 2010; Russo et al., 2014), semi-intensive and low-density systems persist in many hilly-mountainous and rain-fed areas and represent the main cultivating systems worldwide (Duarte et al., 2008; Fernandez-Escobar et al., 2013). Nevertheless, despite the traditional set up, innovative management strategies are of great interest for semi-intensive orchards (Pergola, 2013) where the main challenges are reduced cultivation costs and control of vegetative growth and plant size without compromising plant productivity (Graaff et al., 2008; Farinelli et al., 2011; Dias et al., 2012; Castillo-Ruiz et al., 2017).

Pruning always represents a loss for the tree because it removes photosynthetically active material producing carbohydrates needed for vegetative growth and yield.
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However, pruning is necessary to maintain a good balance between vegetative and reproductive activities (Famiani et al., 2009), to reduce the over-shading of the inner portion of the canopy by promoting light and air penetration (Tombesi and Tombesi, 2007), to prevent the senescence of the reproductive branches through a periodical renewal of the shoots (Lodolini and Neri, 2012), to remove the non-productive wood from the canopy (Pastor and Humanes-Guillen, 2000), to stimulate metabolism and growth (Gucci and Cantini, 2000), and to control tree size and adapt the canopy to the harvest system (Tous, 2011; Fernandez-Escobar et al., 2013; Castillo-Ruiz et al., 2017).

In cold areas e.g. northern Spain and central Italy, olive trees are traditionally pruned between the end of winter and full bloom to avoid damages from frost return (Pastor and Humanes-Guillen, 2000; Famiani et al., 2009). Pruning in early winter is very risky because of frequent winter cold damages (Lodolini et al., 2016). The common technique removes a lot of material, looking for strictly geometric training systems stimulating in turn a vigorous vegetative response. Experiments conducted in different environments confirm that severe pruning may reduce total yield (Hartmann et al., 1960; Tombesi et al., 2000; Lodolini et al., 2011; Connor et al., 2014; Rodrigues et al., 2018), leading to strong water sprouts growth and alternate bearing. The risk to stimulate an unbalanced vegetative growth by severe canopy removal, which might potentially exacerbate alternate bearing in a short-term period, is confirmed in several studies (Monselise and Goldschmidt, 1982; Lavee, 1985; Gucci and Cantini, 2000; Tombesi et al., 2014). Light pruning resulted in a more rational management practice to control the canopy size and shading, while unpruned trees grew with higher, larger and denser canopy (Rodrigues et al., 2018).

The timing of pruning can affect vegetative response and might represent a tool to control olive trees shape while limiting unbiased growth. A delay of pruning practice near or after the full bloom could mitigate excess vegetation, resulting in a reduced water sprouts growth and a better control of canopy size, as reported for other fruit tree species (Marini and Barden, 1987; Kappel and Bouthillier, 1995; Lanzelotti et al., 1998; Hossain et al., 2004; Neri and Massetani, 2011; Lodolini et al., 2018). In the long term, a moderate vegetative growth might lead to a lower need for wood removal and allow a management based on minimal pruning. The restraining of canopy growth generates a different source/sink ratio reducing carbohydrate request from shoot; thus potentially interferes with fruit growth and flower bud differentiation (Smith and Samach, 2013) implementing yield production and mitigating alternate bearing (Rallo et al., 1994). Monselise and Goldschmidt (1982) quoting Poli (1979) stated that a very large number of flowers (from 200,000 to 400,000 per tree) require a great amount of available reserves for their full development in a phenological stage when a great number of developing vegetative apices are acting as preferential sinks.

Some authors affirm that a delay of pruning, near or after the full bloom, will remove tissues towards where nutrients and carbon reserves have already been remobilized, and can result in a net loss of resources for the plant and lead to severe alternate bearing (Gucci and Cantini, 2000; Alfei et al., 2002). Canopy management also influence the amount of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) intercepted by the orchard and plant potentiality for production (Villalobos et al., 2006). Carbohydrates production, allocation and availability determine floral induction (Samach and Smith, 2013) influencing yield and intensity of alternate bearing.

The effect of pruning technique on vegetative and reproductive response should be evaluated over at least a full ‘on’–‘off’ year cycle, since the effect of canopy
management is cumulative over the years. The present experiment aimed to conduct a study on the influence of different pruning times and intensities on vegetative growth and yield of young productive olive trees of three different cultivars, in a semi-intensive training system in Central Italy.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Plant Material and Experimental Design**

A field study was carried out from 2009 to 2012 in a rain-fed olive orchard planted in early spring 2004 with a planting density of 237 trees ha\(^{-1}\) (6.5×6.5 m), trained as free polyconic vase and located in Central Italy (latitude 43° 56’ N; longitude 13° 25’ E; altitude 191 m asl). Weekly average temperatures and rainfalls of the research site during the experimental period are reported in Figure 1. Three cultivars of *Olea europaea* L., namely, ‘Raggia’ (locally spread cultivar), ‘Maurino’ and ‘Leccino’ (nationally spread cultivars) were tested for the effect of intensity and period of pruning on vegetative growth and plant yield.

An experiment with a two-factorial completely randomized block design with seven replicates was performed on homogeneous trees. The variables were the three olive cultivars and the pruning techniques: Early Spring Minimal (ESM) and Early Spring Heavy (ESH), Late Spring Heavy (LSH) and No Pruning (NP).

**Pruning Techniques and Vegetative Growth**

From 2009 to 2011, pruning was performed every year in April, after bud break, for early spring treatments, and in June, after full bloom, for late spring treatment, while unpruned trees were used as control. The minimal pruning only guided the growth following a free vase training system for canopy (light thinning of the upper portion and removal of some vigorous water sprouts in the inner part). However, the heavy pruning forced toward a regular and geometrical canopy arranged according to a strictly conical shape of each primary branch (heavy thinning in the upper portion, removal of all vegetative shoots grown in the inner part and selection of secondary branches). Pruning operations were performed using hand-held tools from the ground and average removed material was 3.7±1.9 and 10.8±3.8 kg per year for light and heavy pruning treatments, respectively.

Tree height and canopy diameter, calculated as the average of longitudinal and transversal diameters, were yearly measured in April before pruning intervention. Trunk diameter was registered on the same date from the average of the transversal and longitudinal sections measured at 20 cm from the ground and used to calculate the Trunk-Cross Sectional Area (TCSA). The

![Figure 1. Weekly minimum, maximum, and average air temperatures (°C) and total precipitation (mm) from 2009 to 2011 as recorded by the weather station located at 9 km from the study site.](image-url)
pruning material was collected, dried at 70°C until constant weight, and weighted. Water sprouts newly produced on the primary branches were counted in December every year.

All the above parameters were measured yearly from 2009 to 2011 and replicated on 7 trees per treatment per cultivar.

**Fruit Yield and Efficiency**

Total fruit yield per tree was recorded at harvest each year and expressed as fresh weight. The yield efficiency was calculated yearly and expressed as the fruit production (kg) over the Trunk-Cross Sectional Area (cm²) according to Gucci et al. (2007) and Moutier et al. (2011). In order to check the effect of the tested pruning treatments on the fruit yield efficiency, the ratio between fresh fruit production and dry pruning material (yield to pruning mass ratio) was also calculated for each experimental year and as cumulated value for each pruning treatment (Silvestroni et al., 2018).

In February 2012 a dramatic freezing event took place in the region where the experiment was carried out (Lodolini et al., 2016) and largely reduced the fruit yield per tree so that the yield data were considered not representative for the 2012 season. In April 2012, a pruning intervention was performed, independently from the experimental treatment, in order to bring all trees to a uniform size. The pruning material was collected, dried at 70°C until constant weight and dry weighted.

**Statistical Analysis**

All data were tested using a two-way ANOVA focusing on the influence of pruning technique, cultivar, and year and on their cross interaction. The Tukey’s (HSD) test was used for means separation whenever the ANOVA indicated a significant influence of a variable. In particular, in the presence of a significant cross interaction, the mean separation test was performed separately within all single levels of the second affecting factor. The effect of pruning time and intensity was tested by a Student’s t test (α= 0.05). All statistical analyses were performed using JMP 10 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

**RESULTS**

Canopy height and diameter progressively increased over the years. Canopy height differed among cultivars, whereas neither pruning time (ESH vs LSH P= 0.468) nor intensity (ESH vs ESM P= 0.140) influenced the canopy height measured each year before pruning, over the whole experiment, thus indicating a general full recovery of the tree size over the vegetative season for all treatments. Differences between each pruning treatment and the unpruned trees

---

**Table 1.** Two-Way ANOVA testing the influence of cultivar, pruning treatment, year and their cross interaction on water sprouts growth, pruning material and fruit yield.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plant height</th>
<th>Canopy diameter</th>
<th>Emitted water sprouts</th>
<th>Pruning material</th>
<th>Fruit yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cultivar</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year</strong></td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment</strong></td>
<td>0.2240</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment×Cultivar</strong></td>
<td>0.0542</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.3480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year×Treatment</strong></td>
<td>0.1135</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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were also generally not significant over the study period for both canopy size descriptors (Table 1). The only difference was represented by a higher tree height recorded in the unpruned trees compared to ESH exclusively in 2010 and for the cv ‘Raggia’ (Figure 2), where no differences were recorded in the canopy diameter (Figure 3). The same lack of influence was recorded for trunk diameter being the ANOVA p values 0.40 and 0.70 for pruning time (ESH vs LSH) and intensity (ESH vs ESM), respectively. The number of new water sprouts per tree produced on the primary branches showed significant differences among years and cultivars and a cross interaction of the pruning treatment with the above variables. Therefore, results are reported focusing on the effect of the treatment per single year (Figure 4-a) and per single cultivar (Figure 4-b) separately. The heavy pruning treatment stimulated a significant and consistent increase in water sprouts growth over the three years when compared to the minimal one (Student’s t test P< 0.0001), as well as the early compared to the late heavy pruning treatment (P< 0.0001). The ESM pruning induced a water sprouts emission never different from the NP (Figure 4-a). Water sprout growth was also influenced by cultivars and a cross interaction between cultivar and pruning treatment was recorded (Table 1). The LSH treatment differed from NP only for the cultivar ‘Raggia’, while for ESH the stimulus offered to the vegetative growth was consistent in all cultivars (Figure 4-b). The vegetative response quantified in terms of emission of new water sprouts in the following December was always positively correlated with the amount of material removed with pruning over the four years of experimentation compared to the early intervention (Student’s t test P< 0.0001), as well as the minimal pruning compared to the heavy one (P< 0.0001). The pruning of all dry/exhausted branches for NP treatment at the end of the trial (April 2012) removed 57.7±8.8, 60.3±6.5 and 63.7±4.8 kg of dry material in ‘Raggia’, ‘Maurino’ and ‘Leccino’ cultivars, respectively. These amounts were largely higher than the total pruning material removed over the four years in each of the other pruning treatments (Figure 5-b).

Fruit yield per tree was largely variable among years and differences due to the pruning treatment were influenced by the annual variation in crop load. Minor differences were recorded due to cultivar (Table 1). The highest cumulative fruit yield was registered for NP trees. In particular, the NP control induced a higher fruit yield in the first two years. The year 2011 showed a relatively high production for pruned trees (all treatments), whereas the NP control trees decreased the fruit yield from 2010 to 2011 so that no differences on fruit yield per tree were recorded in 2011 due to the applied pruning treatment (Figure 6-a). The heavy pruning induced the lowest fruit yield in 2009 and 2010, especially when applied in early spring, and registering the lowest cumulative fruit production over the experimental period (Figure 6-b). Yield efficiency data confirmed the 2009 and 2011 as ‘off’ years and indicated the lack of differences due to the applied pruning treatments (Figure 7).

When the pruning efficiency in terms of yield to pruning mass ratio was considered, early spring minimal treatment showed significantly higher values per year (Figure 8-a) and for the whole experimental period (Figure 8-b) when compared to the other pruning treatments and control trees. As reported in Figure 6-b, late spring heavy treatment showed the same pruning efficiency as no pruning (0.86 and 0.87, respectively), whereas early spring heavy treatment strongly reduced it when
Figure 2. Tree height measured on single year (a) and single cultivar (b) for each pruning treatment: Early Spring Heavy (ESH), Early Spring Minimal (ESM), Late Spring Heavy (LSH), No Pruning (NP). Columns represent means + standard deviation of 21 replicates. In the same year (a) or for the same cultivar (b), different letters indicate significant differences between treatments according to the Tukey (HSD) test P< 0.05.

Figure 3. Canopy diameter measured on single year (a) and single cultivar (b) for each pruning treatment. Symbols are as defined in Figure 2. Columns represent means+standard deviation of 21 replicates. Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments according to the Tukey (HSD) test P< 0.05.

Figure 4. Number of new water sprouts per tree emitted on each year (a) and on each cultivar (b) for each pruning treatment. Symbols are as defined in Figure 2. Columns represent means+standard deviation of 21 replicates. Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments according to the Tukey (HSD) test P< 0.05.
**Figure 5.** Pruning material (dry weight) removed each year from 2009 to 2011 and for each pruning treatment: Symbols are as defined in Figure 2. In the same pruning treatment, years labeled with different letters significantly differ according to the Tukey (HSD) test $P<0.05$ (a). Cumulative pruning material (dry weight) removed over the trial (b). Columns represent means+standard deviation of 21 replicates. Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments according to the Tukey (HSD) test $P<0.05$ (b).

**Figure 6.** Fruit yield per tree in each single year of experimentation (a) and for each pruning treatment (b). Symbols are as defined in Figure 2, and cumulated fruit production over the three years of the experiment. Columns represent means+standard deviation of 21 replicates. Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments according to Tukey (HSD) test $P<0.05$.

**Figure 7.** Yield efficiency expressed as fruit production over Trunk-Cross Sectional Area (Kg cm$^{-2}$) in each single year of experimentation on each pruning treatment. Symbols are as defined in Figure 2. Columns represent means+standard deviation of 21 replicates. Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments according to Tukey (HSD) test $P<0.05$. 
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Figure 8. Yield to pruning mass ratio efficiency (kg.kg\(^{-1}\)) in each single year of experimentation (a) and for each pruning treatment (b). Symbols are as defined in Figure 2, and cumulated fruit production over the three years of the experiment. Columns represent means+standard deviation of 21 replicates. Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments according to Tukey (HSD) test \(P<0.05\).

compared to early spring minimal pruning (0.68 and 2.33, respectively).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, a heavy pruning in early spring led to the lowest cumulative fruit yield on young productive olive trees. The reduction of the fruit yield per tree when severely pruned was consistent in all cultivars. Differences were magnified during highly productive years as previously found by Castillo-Llanque et al. (2008) and Lavee et al. (2012). Moreover, a strong water sprouts growth on the primary branches was stimulated after early spring heavy pruning (from 10 to 20 new water sprouts per tree per year), leading to the removal of and increasing amount of material over the years. On the contrary, late spring heavy pruning induced the growth of a very few number of new water sprouts (below 5 per tree per year), which can be considered comparable to early spring minimal and no pruning.

The three-years’ experience demonstrated how minimal pruning in April can be suggested to control vegetative growth and canopy size, even maintaining a good fruit set and yield. Late spring heavy pruning (after blooming) acted in reducing the vigor of the trees when compared to early spring heavy treatment, showing similar yields and confirming the effect of controlling vegetative growth without affecting fruit production for late interventions. The unpruned trees had the highest fruit yields during the three years of the experimentation, but at the end of the trial, the canopy showed an excessive shading of the central portion and a general ageing (senescence) of the productive branches. This led to an overall collapse and thus requiring a drastic pruning intervention (rejuvenation) at the fourth year to stimulate the vegetative growth and recover the vegetative-reproductive balance of the canopy in the following seasons, thus avoiding tree senescence. Furthermore, the initial advantages in fruit yield offered by the NP control disappeared in the third year.
The NP control was the only treatment showing a significant decrease of productivity from 2010 to 2011 despite the persisting of a lower source/sink competition with the shoot, having significantly lower water sprouts growth. The cause of the decrease in the production can be indicated as the shading that potentially compromises flower formation and thus plant productivity (Proietti and Tombesi, 1996; Tombesi et al., 1999). Pastor and Humanes-Guillen (2000) confirmed an threshold of 4 years of not pruning, indicating a significant decline of total production on adult olive trees over that period.

This preliminary study suggests minimal pruning in early spring as the most suitable annual practice for maintaining a good vegetative-reproductive balance on young productive olive trees in cold climatic conditions (i.e. central Italy).

When pruning intensity increases in early spring, vigorous vegetative re-sprouting is stimulated and fruit production decreases due to both excessive removal of fruiting shoot and mobilization of resources to water sprouts on primary branches instead of going to mixed shoot growth, leading to a general lesser pruning efficiency (kg of fruit produced per kg of pruning material removed).

Postponing pruning after full bloom on rain-fed trees reduces vigorous re-sprouting at the same level of minimal pruning in early spring, but the production is comparable to the trees heavily pruned in early spring. The intensity of late spring pruning should be reduced in order to prevent compromising fruit production level with excessive leaf removal.

Reducing pruning interventions is possible on olive and the combination of reducing costs and increasing pruning efficiency appears an interesting management option, especially in young productive olive trees with increasing canopy volume. Nevertheless, our study indicates a 3-year period as the threshold for not pruning in order to avoid a premature canopy and fruit production decline and suggests a triennial pruning as the maximum suitable turn for rain-fed semi-intensive olive orchards in central Italy.

Further studies in long-term trials and on adult trees are required to confirm results presented in this study and to investigate the effect of pruning time and intensity on olive orchards with increasing density.
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و بر بخش های مرکزی سایه سار (canopy) سایه اندیزی داشتهند، و باعث رشد کم سبزیته شدن و در نتیجه پیری زودرس (early senescence) شاخه های بارور را الاغ کردن. این موارد منجر به این شد که در آخر آزمایشات انجام هرس سنجی برای برداشت مقدار زیادی از شاخساره به منظور جوان سازی ضروری شود. روش هرس کمیه در اوایل بهار موجب گسترش مقدار هرس شاخساره شد و در مقایسه با هرس سنجی افزایش پیوسته در عملکرد محصول ایجاد کرد. هرس اواخر بهار در مقایسه با هرس اوایل بهار، از نظر رشد سبزیته و کنترل ترک و باعملکرد ارجحیت یافته است. این پژوهش اولیه چنین اشاره دارد که در بخش های مرکزی ایتالیا هرس کمیه در اوایل بهار بهترین عملیات برای افزایش پایداری عملکرد و کنترل رشد سبزیته درختان زیتون در باغ های نیمه متراکم است.